**APPLYING**

L&C Fusion Extensions

Lord & Cliff’s Fusion system is a favourite of salons in part because of its no-mess preparation. Fusion hair is pre-glued, strand-by-strand with protein-based adhesive and ready to attach. Fusion hair is perfect for both thickening and lengthening. For optimal results, your hair should be a minimum of 3–4” for thickening and 4–5” for a full lengthening.

**PREPARATION**

**WASH & DRY**

- Shampoo with Liquid Gold Clarifying Shampoo.
- When hair is completely dry application may begin.

**DO NOT use any conditioner**

**APPLICATION**

**ATTACHING ROWS**

- Apply Fusion bonds one-by-one in rows, starting from the nape of the neck and working your way up the head, leaving enough hair around nape and sides so bonds will not be visible when wearing hair up. Also leave enough hair at the crown to conceal bonds. Bonds may be placed higher at the crown for clients with thicker, natural hair.
- Select a section of your hair (equal to the volume of extension hair you are attaching) using the tail comb and insert into the placement disc.
- Holding a strand of extensions by the pre-bonded end, place it under your natural strand of hair, 5 mm down the shaft, away from the scalp.
- Use the Fusion Clamp to heat-fix the bond to your natural hair, (3–5 seconds or until the bond starts to melt) then gently roll the bond with your fingertips to ensure natural hair is completely encapsulated.

**SALON-FRIENDLY**

Fusion Hair Extensions are available at WHOLESALE prices to registered salons.
IMPORTANT

- **DO NOT** overheat bonds. They may not set properly which may cause shedding or loss of extension hair.
- Be sure the sectioned off strands of your natural hair are the same amount and thickness as the Fusion hair that you are attaching.
- Extensions should be bonded at least 1/4” from the scalp to allow pivoting up and down. Extensions placed too close will cause discomfort and may damage your natural hair.
- **DO NOT** apply hair product or wash hair for a minimum 48 hours after application.
- Dying extensions is not recommended however, you may dye your natural hair at least 48 hours before application. Touch-up only on the roots of the crown and sides where there are no extensions. Rinse out dye colour facing forward so dye does not run into the bonds.

REMOVAL

- Apply remover (eg. Lord & Cliff Fusion Remover, Salon Pro 30-Second Remover or Torain Rapid Remover) to bonds and massage with fingertips.
- Wait two minutes for bonds to fully saturate.
- Place the heat clamp under the bond for approx. 5–10 seconds. **DO NOT** squeeze clamp shut. Extensions should slide out easily when gently pulled from the ends.
- Use a fine-toothed comb to remove residue from your natural hair and shampoo 3–4 times as needed.

HAIR LOSS

As with natural hair some hair loss is normal. A person’s average hair loss is 50–150 hairs per day. A full head of extensions covers approx. 1/3 of the head. After some time you may see a small quantity of naturally released hairs trapped in the bonds. This is normal and should not be interpreted as hairs being pulled out of the scalp.